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WGA West Registered: 1983974

Based on an Original Story by 
Christian Peschken, Ganea Tiberiu

Script by 
Duncan Falconer 

Confidentiality Notice
This document and the information contained herein, is provided solely for the 
purpose of acquainting the reader with “Tears in the Sand (working title)”. It is 
proprietary information.By accepting this document, the recipient agrees to keep the 
contents in strictest confidence and not to reproduce or further distribute it without 
the express written consent of Christian Peschken. 

Executive Summary
The Project

"Tears in the Sand (working title)" is a motion picture budgeted to be produced at an 
anticipated budget of €2 to €2,5 million for theatrical exhibition, and digital and 
television distribution / licensing world wide. The film genre is action/drama, with no 
nudity scenes and/or religious reference curse language.  Violence only in proportinate
context with the story and message of the film may be shown. 

Prod. Company & Ownership: 
A SPECIAL PURPOSE LLC (location to be discussed with investors) just for production 
of the film will be established as well as an LLC that is the owner of the distribution 
rights. We keep this separate for safety.   

Background: 

The subject of Human Trafficking & Refugees is present in the media on a daily basis. 
While there are a few films and documentaries about refugees, there is no 
international , “Hollywood Style” Action/Drama motion picture in the market that 
addresses the subject matter in an international, audience appealing, commercial way.

Our film is not against or for any country. The film is not political.  
We believe it's the right time for a movie like this.

The underlying message of our film is for a better understanding of Refugees 
(especially Muslims), against Islamophobia, against hate of foreigners and that war is 
always a defeat for humanity, that hate creates only more hate, and that we all must 
act as human beings and take responsibility, and protect our 'neighbors' / foreigners, 
regardless of their race or religion. 

We want to build a bridge between the Eastern & Western culture. 

This message is wrapped into an exciting, entertaining character and action driven 
film format, to reach the widest audience possible, world wide, all media.  



STORY LOG LINE : A family escapes the horrors of the Syrian War to find 
refuge in Europe. A perilous journey across the Mediterranean leads to 
disaster and the death of the father. The mother 'Yasmeen' (AMAL ARAFA) 
and daughter are left to fend for themselves as outcast refugees against a 
band of ruthless human traffickers led by the sinister 'Mason' (MATTHIAS 
HUES) in a hostile Europe. But 'Alex' a shadowy mercenary (COSTAS 
MANDYLOR) with a troubled past makes them his cause. In the end the 
Yasmeen has to make a tough and unexpected choice.

Filming Location: Malta (mainly because of World's largest Film Water Tank for 
Water Action Scenes) and attractive Tax incentives (up to to 45%) 

OUR TEAM: 

Collectively, the production team of “Tears in the Sand (working title)” has produced a
variety of feature films and television programs, including over 500 hours of network 
and cable television. In addition, they have participated in over 200 independent films
as producers, actors, writers, production management and production support staff.



Producer / Owner/ Initiator : 
CHRISTIAN PESCHKEN 
 

Script Writer / Director 
DUNCAN FALCONER 

Duncan was born in London and raised in an orphanage
until I was ten. At 18, with the UK in an economic slump,
he joined the Royal Marines to get away from the city. The
plan was to do three years and return to civvy street to find
a career for himself. But a series of extraordinary events
saw him leave the Commando Training Centre a week after
he had been awarded his green beret to attend the Special
Boat Service selection course. He was 19 years old. Out of
147 men only 9 passed the course

Duncan in Baghdad

He was one of them, becoming the youngest member of British Special Forces at that 
time. The SBS, faced with a neophyte in their employ, immediately sent him away 
to gain combat experience and he spent much of the next 3 years alongside the SAS. 
There followed a 3 year secondment to UK Military Intelligence’s top secret 14th 
Intelligence Detachment. On his return to the SBS he joined the maritime anti 
terrorist unit where he spent time working alongside US Navy SEALs.
On leaving the SBS, after 11 years, he became a civilian ‘security specialist’. While on 
his way to South America to get involved in Kidnap & Ransom cases he stopped off in 
Los Angeles for a few months. While there he wrote a screenplay, which was 
purchased by Warner Brothers thus kicking off his writing career. He made a living as 
a Hollywood screenwriter for some 13 years. After 911 he returned to the UK to spend
the next 15 years risk managing various News Networks operating in challenging 
conflict zones such as Palestine, Iraq, Afghanistan and many parts of Africa. By then 
he had written my autobiography, First Into Action, and followed that up with a series 
of fiction books based on his adventures and the characters he encountered. 

He wrote the movie 'Stratton' , just closed an Executive Producer movie deal with 
Angelina Jolie (she directs) and is executive Producer of the upcoming 'The General's 
son'. He is the script writer of Tears in the Sand and this film will be his directorial 
debut.



The following actors expressed their participation by Letter of Intent (LOI).

MATTHIAS HUES as 'Mason' (our Antagonist)  He appeared
in over 70 films such as “I come in Peace / Dark Angel”, “No
Retreat, No Surrender”. 10 of his films, low budget action
movies, that he appeared in grossed worldwide aprox. $120
million. (Matthias is a long time friend of Christian Peschken) 

For the Leading role of the character 'Alex' (our 
Protagonist) we have an LOI from COSTAS MANDYLOR 
(“Saw”). 

  

AMAL ARAFA as 'Yasmeen' is a Syrian
actress, singer, and writer. 

She is the daughter of the well known 
Syrian composer Suheil Arafa. 

Amal studied acting in Damascus and 
learned from her father how to sing. 

She has two daughters, Salma and 
Mariam. 

Appeared in 43 Television series, made three successful movies : Shay' ma Yahtarek,
So'od el-Matar, Al-Layl al-Taweel (2009) – (8 Awards: Best Arabic Film in Taormina, 
India, Cairo...)

Worked on stage / theater:

    Romeo & Juliette
    Al-Enab al-Hamod
    Al-Karasina
    The Queen Dayfa Khatoon (2008)
    Al Ba7th 3an 3aziza Suleiman (Fujera Festival)



WON THESE AWARDS:

 Best Performance (Best Singer) in Tunisia for the song 'Zarani'
 Best performance (Best Singer) in the Abu Dhabi Festival of Arab songs, for the 

song 'Balak'
 Special Jury Prize at the 2003 Arab Song Festival in Rabat

 Best Arabic Actress in 2003 in the Lebanese magazine polls for her role in 
'Zekrayat al-Zaman al-Kadem'

 Honored in Lebanon in 2003 for her role in 'Zekrayat al-Zaman al-Kadem'
 Ashtar: The Best Popular Serie in 2004 (starring Amal and written by her)
 Best Syrian Actress in 2006 for her role in 'Ghezlan fi Ghabat al-Zia'ab' & 'Kasr 

al-Khawater' & 'Washaa al-Hawa'
 Best Arabic Actress in 2006 for her role in 'Ghezlan fi Ghabat al-Zia'ab'
 Best Arabic Actress in 2006 for her role in 'Ghezlan fi Ghabat al-Zia'ab' in the 

newspaper Al-Thawra
 ADONIA Award: Best Actress in 2007 for her role in 'Zaman al-Khof' and 

'Hassiba'
 Honored in the International Women's Day in 2008 for her role in the serie 

'Hassiba'
 Honored in Damascus Film Festival 2009[3]
 Innovation Award 2009: Best Actress for her role in 'Homoom Saghira'
 Best Actress in 2010 for her role in 'As3ad al-Warrak' & 'Ba3d al-Soqoot' & 

'Takht Sharki' & 'Al-Zelzal' & 'Spot Light'

 ADONIA Award : Best Actress in 2010 for her role in 'Ba3d al-Soqoot'
 Best Comedy Actress in 2011 'Spot Light 9'
 Best Syrian Actress in Madina FM in 2012 for her role in 'Raffet Ein'
 Best graphic videoclip for 2014 for "Dawer 3a 7ali".

and more... 

NOTE: Amal ARAFA has over 1.3 mil. Followers on Instagram , and a lot of PR 
in especially the Middle East Markets. 
Eventhough our movie aims at international markets (will be filmed in Englisch, and 
later also lip sync dubbed into Arabic, and other languages) the popularity of Amal, 
the female lead, will help to make this film very succesful in the Arabic world alone , 
will bring the film in the press , as movies with female leads are amongst the most 
successful films.  



Davide De Stefano, Production Designer 
Won 'Çiak d'Oro' (Golden Ciak) in 2008 for
Best Production Design as asst. production
designer for movie 'Tutta la Vita Davanti'
shared with Davide Bassan (Production
Designer). 21 films as Art Department and
10 films as Production Designer. 

Original Music / Underscore composed &
conducted by 
Marco Lo Russo Rouge

About Marco. Below Link is clickable! 

https://www.marcolorusso.com/en/marco-lo-russo-aka-rouge/

Director of Photography

Veteran British and American Cinematographer Douglas Milsome, B.S.C. and  A.S.C.
He was born in 1939 in Hammersmith, London, England. 

Stanley Kubrick was his 
mentor. 

Doug is best known for 
his work on Full Metal 
Jacket (1987), 
Robin Hood: Prince of 
Thieves (1991) and 
Breakdown (1997).

https://www.marcolorusso.com/en/marco-lo-russo-aka-rouge/


DOUGLAS MILSOME  imdb.com link 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0005801/

Our Sales Agents: 

Aberle Media GmbH , Germany has been in the industry since 2007,  a company 
specialized in publishing movies on DVD and related media i.e. developing Michael 
Jackson - The Secrets of the Legend" distributed by e-m-s- new media AG. This title 
became the best seller in summer 2009 of e-m-s new media AG.  

The brothers Aberle have solid business relationships to industry leaders such as Edel 
AG, Amazon, Hollywood Classics, Netflix and many more.

In addition Aberle Media has an Output Deal with the prestigous STUDIO HAMBURG 
GROUP, Hamburg, Germany for inter'l distribution and, on a case by case basis co-
productions. 

    
PROPOSAL TO INVESTORS 

We propose to investor(s) to finance 100% or to or co-finance this film with us.

The entire budget will be €2 to €2.5 million that we aim to raise as follows: 

 1,500,000.00
or 
 2,000,000.00 through private investors 
 
         500.000 a mix of German Government Subventions (FFA) and 

Berlin Film Subventions plus credit for the Malta Tax 
incentives and Co-Production / Co-Funding Partner 

WATERFALL OF RETURNS

The Investor  is in 2nd position (after distributor) until he recuperated 100% of
his investment. Thereafter a 50/50 split in perpetuity. 

Detailled Waterfall of returns upon Request. 

IMPORTANT ADDITION: Please note that if we would hire a 'bigger' star (for 
one of the male roles) , the budget will increase, and also income potential will 
increase. But this would need to be decided by both us and the 
investors. 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0005801/

